2014 Scripps National Spelling Bee
May 29-30
Summary of Round 6: Vocabulary
A correct response in the vocabulary portion of Round 6 earns the speller 3 points; an incorrect response earns the speller 0 points but does not
result in elimination from the competition.
No.

Speller's Name

Vocabulary Question

Correct Answer

Speller's Answer

13

Timothy Lau

If you were to exsect
something, what would that
action entail?

cutting it out

cutting it out

Y

20

Neha Konakalla

What is a theologaster?

a person who pretends to
have great knowledge of
religious doctrine

a person who pretends to
have great knowledge of
religious doctrine

Y

34

Lillian Allingham

What is a galactophore?

a duct for carrying milk

a kind of gelatinous fungus

N

38

Jacob Williamson

Something described as
granivorous:

feeds on seeds

feeds on seeds

Y

43

Mary Horton

What is regicide?

the murder of a king

the murder of a king

Y

49

Sumedh Garimella

Eunomy is:

civil order under good laws

civil order under good laws

Y

55

Christine Alex

A stanniferous object
contains:

tin

tin

Y

57

Meghana Kamineni

If something is stellated, it is:

ornamented with stars

ornamented with stars

Y

58

Alia Abiad

Which of the following best
describes an oolite?

a rock consisting of small,
round grains

a rock consisting of small,
round grains

Y

60

Lucas Urbanski

Internecine means:

marked by great slaughter

unknown outside a small
circle

N

61

Yasir Hasnain

An argillaceous rock contains:

clay

clay

Y

74

Alekhya Ankaraju

In a hierocracy the
government is by:

clergy

clergy

Y

87

Tajaun Gibbison

Numerology is the study of:

the occult significance of
numbers

the occult significance of
numbers

Y

90

Vanya Shivashankar

Where is a phytopathogen
most likely to be found?

on a plant

on a plant

Y

92

Paul Keaton

Lissotrichous means having:

smooth straight hair

wavy or curly hair

N

115

Neha Seshadri

Something described as
circumambient is:

surrounding

surrounding

Y

123

Hannah Jackson

What does dithio mean?

containing two atoms of
sulfur

containing two atoms of
sulfur

Y

127

Mark Kivimaki

Erythrism is characterized by
the prevalence of:

red pigmentation

red pigmentation

Y

132

Faaris Khan

Pseudogyny is the use of:

a feminine name by a man
as a pen name

a feminine name by a man
as a pen name

Y

135

Jade Samanta

Osteoplasty is surgery
involving:

a bone

a bone

Y

139

Gokul Venkatachalam

Misology is:

a distrust of reasoning

a distrust of reasoning

Y

146

Sanjana Malla

A hagiolater is:

one who worships saints

one who worships saints

Y

152

Lydia Loverin

A saturnine person is:

surly

surly

Y

154

Sriram Hathwar

When studying ophiology,
the student is concerned with:

snakes

snakes

Y

159

Sai Vishudhi
Chandrasekhar

What does an onychoid
object look like?

a fingernail

a fingernail

Y

164

Alaina Kenny

A person performing
micrurgy would:

use minute tools in a
magnified field

transmit very short
electromagnetic waves

N
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165

Dylan O'Connor

What does it mean to be
ventripotent?

having a large belly

affected by extremely
strong winds

N

183

Harry Harman

Something described as
panacean is:

a remedy for all difficulties

a remedy for all difficulties

Y

184

Max Danner

Which of the following best
describes dyotheism?

a religious doctrine
recognizing two gods

failure to abide by any
religious system

N

187

Joseph Cusi Delamerced

Something described as
sacchariferous:

produces sugar

produces sugar

Y

188

Ashwin Veeramani

An animal described as
carpophagous:

feeds on fruit

feeds on fruit

Y

207

Aparajita Rao

The product of
galactopoiesis is:

milk

milk

Y

226

Benjamin Kulas

How would one best describe
a transmontane area?

lying on the farther side of a
mountain range

lying on the farther side of a
mountain range

Y

231

Maria Kaltchenko

A febrifuge is used:

to treat a fever

to treat a fever

Y

232

Kate Miller

Where would you see an
example of rheomorphism?

in a flow-like pattern in a
rock formation

in a flow-like pattern in a
rock formation

Y

235

Lokesh Nagineni

A course in teratology
involves the study of:

malformations

malformations

Y

237

Ansun Sujoe

Something that is maricolous
is:

living in the sea

living in the sea

Y

238

Shobha Dasari

Extravasate means:

pour out or erupt

travel widely

N

239

Syamantak Payra

Hyetography describes the
geographical distribution of:

rain

rain

Y

247

Muriel Cotman

An eremitic person prefers to:

be alone

keep warm

N

255

Samuel Pereles

A limicolous creature lives in
or on:

mud

mud

Y

260

Ankita Vadiala

They went to see a
thaumaturgist, who was
performing as:

a magician

a magician

Y

262

Jae Canetti

Thanatophobia is the fear of:

death

death

Y

263

Tejas Muthusamy

Something or someone
described as orchidaceous is:

showy or ostentatious

showy or ostentatious

Y

264

Shayley Martin

Something that is ramose has:

branches

branches

Y

270

Téa Freedman-Susskind

A glosseme is:

the smallest unit of meaning
in a language

the smallest unit of meaning
in a language

Y
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